EU DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY
Danfoss A/S
Danfoss Drives

declares under our sole responsibility that the

Product category: Filter

Type designation(s): VLT Line Reactor Filter MCC103

Code numbers: 175U0296, 175U0297, 175U0298, 175U0299, 175U0300, 175U0303, 175U0306, 175U0307, 175U0308, 175U0309, 175U0310, 175U0311, 175U0314, 175U0315, 175U0317, 175U0318, 175U0319, 175U0321, 175U0324

Covered by this declaration is in conformity with the following directive(s), regulation(s), standard(s) or other normative document(s), provided that the product is used in accordance with our instructions.

Low Voltage Directive 2014/35/EU

EN 61558-2-20 (2011) Safety of transformers, reactors, power supply units and combinations thereof. Particular requirements and tests for small reactors

EN IEC 63000:2018 Technical documentation for the assessment of electrical and electronic products with respect to the restriction of hazardous substances.

Date: 2021.05.17
Place of issue: Graasten, DK
Issued by: Signature: Martin Skov Holm
Name: Martin Skov Holm
Title: Head of PM - EU

Date: 2021.05.17
Place of issue: Graasten, DK
Approved by: Signature: Michael Quitzau
Name: Michael Quitzau
Title: Head of PM&D, Denmark

Danfoss only vouches for the correctness of the English version of this declaration. In the event of the declaration being translated into any other language, the translator concerned shall be liable for the correctness of the translation.
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